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About This Content

Want to go beyond the unlimited fun of Trials Fusion? The season pass is made for you!

Add some craziness to your game through additional content! The Season Pass provides you 1 year of additional content and
includes 6 DLCs before May 2015. Get the Season Pass to receive all 6 DLCs, featuring new tracks, new bike parts, rider gear,

and new items for the track editor, and each DLC will let you enjoy a new Career Mode Event.

On top of this, the Season Pass also includes one exclusive item: the Crater Hazmat Suite! Stand out in the Trials Fusion
universe and get the respect of your peers with this new and exclusive skin for your rider.

Please note: If you purchase the Season Pass, do not also purchase the standalone DLC Packs, as you will be charged for them.

Last of the 6 DLC Packs expected to be available before 1st May 2015.
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Got this for $12 on sale and a buddy picked it up too. The levels ooze lore. Its clear whoever the art design team was, it
contained at least a few people who knew what their subject matter was. Stomping through old hulk corridors and turning
anything we encountered into mince meat was really fun.

100% worth a pick up if you have some buddies who are 40k fans; especially when on sale.. check out gameplay and
impressions here

this is a nice looking arcadey shooter. it's fun, though the rounds are VERY short. this is a very good intro-to-VR type game to
show off to someone just trying VR for the first time. the aiming is easy, the rounds are short, and it's low pressure for a zombie
game. as of right now though, you will not be able to start this in steamVR. you'll have to close down steamVR if you've got it
running, and start the game on it's own.

the audio is also a bit wonky. the first time i got it running it didn't have audio, but i shut it down and started it back up and it
was there (note, there is no audio during the menu screen, only during the rounds)

the graphics are pretty slick, and have a nice cartoony style to them. this game is not scary at all which may be good or bad
news, i guess.

this is not the type of game you will be spending hours in, but like i said, it's good for showing off VR, and only costs $3.. This
game has much potential and the developers are very communicative but right now the game feels like early access and kinda
unfinished. Right now there are 6 tracks and 6 cars which seem kinda unbalanced. There is also only one race mode, quick race,
right now. If this games expands and gets better I will change my rating accordingly.

If you want to support the devs and the potential of this game buy it now - if you want a finished game and you would give up
when you see some bugs, please wait and come back later.. Though overall nicely drawn, the hidden object puzzles are a pain in
the ****. Some items can't be found because they are either obscured by an other item or just too plain dark\/mushy\/otherwise
unrecognizable. It lacks voice acting and in my opinion lacks some atmosphere, not really recommended as is.... As has been
said in a few other reviews, an obvious port direct from mobile phone. That being said, it is much easier for this old bloke to
play on PC, mostly because PC screen is much easier to see :P

Good graphics, sound and it plays almost exactly like it shows in the clips and pictures.

Keep in mind that it *will* get very grindy during the game, saving up to unlock slots on ships, not to mention getting new ships
themselves can take some time, of course you CAN throw money at the game to do this, but you don't NEED to.

At this point in time I am fairly certain that it can be completed without spending any real money, even if I have not gotten that
far, there are a LOT of levels, 60+ and still counting so far.

TIP: Missile\/Strategic weapons all have a limited amount of shots, Laser and Kinetic weapons don't, so make sure to mix them
up on your ships.

TIP: Check your weapon ranges. A good setup is to have long range missiles along with middle and close weapons. Those
missles will fire off almost right at the start of a battle.

TIP: Once the *really* powerful Lasers\/Kinetic weapons become available, you don't need to have the strategic weapons
anymore, so switch them out for one of those.
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Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665..
I don't know what to say..., it's just so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing. Honestly.
If that's not the best way to improve your aim at any aspect, idk what will do it.......
I got so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing much reflexes and tracking than before, in all my fps games that it's literally creepy.
If you want to improve your aim really fast, just search some workout routines on internet for KovaaK and try them.
Ofc you'll not be a god in 1 day, that's kinda obvious, but do your workout properly, your aim will be so much smooth and
tracky than before.
I just played 10h and my aim is already way better than before..
All my friends always said that my aim is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing tracky and insane, lol, I want to know what will be
their reactions now owo

SOOOO, just play it, onegai ~ (that's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing worth the price). It's like playing table top Dungeons and
Dragons with the dungeon master who waits for me to figure out how to tell his story, staring at me blankly like I'm supposed to
read his mind. Then, I finally figure out what the hell I was supposed to do (you know, because figuring out what other people
want you to do is such good passive aggressive fun) and I arrive at the final boss. My DM didn't read the monster manual. The
final boss fight has a challenge rating of 19 and my party is level 12. Following TPK, my DM expects me to spend 2 hours
writing character backstory for the next session even though I know my character, her motivations, and her backstory will have
approximately zero effect on the next session's story.

You could tell this wasn't a well-worked out game when "normal" difficulty means nerfing many of the Pathfinder rules. A
strange, strange implementation, given that Pathfinder TT includes extensive guidelines for figuring out the challenge rating of
an fight.. Clever, beautiful, charming.. Where are all the other players?
. I really enjoy this game!
I was part of the early Alpha of Deathgarden and dropped the game afterwards since I just didn't really get into it. Still I kept in
touch with their Twitter and was happily awaiting the rerelease. And here it is!
Great work. I think it's a game that is easy to pick up, but it's hard to be "really good". Which is a positive thing to me, I love
playing games where I have to practice abit.
The maps are great for chases,there are different weather conditions such as rain, fog, sunlight, and night\/day. They put alot
attention to detail in the maps!
There is an ingame level-up system, you can upgrade weapons\/abilities or unlock certain abilities with a playtime currency. I
think that's a great idea and it keeps you going. On top of that there are challenges, some easy, some very difficult to do.
Every character comes with their own ability, eg. a Hunter can set up mines, the other Hunter is able to cloak for a few seconds
\/ Scavenger throws smoke \/ cloaks \/ heals. It's fun to try all of them, unlock them with playtime and see which character fits
your personal playstyle the most.

Totally recommend this game.
If you didn't like the game back then, just try it again. I think this game definitely deserves your time!
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